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Please magnify to view. Structural punctuation highlighted in green; non-structural punctuation in yellow (apostrophes not highlighted). 

 
ORIGINAL Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any "escapist rubbish" the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still, even now, some of those around – I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them. Of course fantasy is escapist. Most stories are. So what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers. 
MARK NOONAN Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still even now some of those around. I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them, of course. Fantasy is escapist – most stories are so. What teachers are not meant to be jailers? 
DUNCAN WALDRON Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading, and dropped it in the bin. There are still – even now – some of those around; I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them. Of course fantasy is escapist, most stories are; so what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers. 

RAVI MURUGESAN Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still even now some of those around. I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them. Of course, fantasy is escapist – most stories are – so what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers. 
AUDREY Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading, and dropped it in the bin. There are still, even now, some of those around. I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them; of course fantasy is escapist, most stories are. So what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers. 
JB Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still, even now, some of those around (I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them). Of course fantasy is escapist! Most stories are! So what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers. 
MARK Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still, even now, some of those around; I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them.  Of course fantasy is escapist – most stories are! So what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers! 

DAIBHID CEANNAIDEACH Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still, even now, some of those around. I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them. Of course fantasy is escapist – most stories are. So what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers. 
LAUMERRITT Adults got involved, only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still – even now – some of those around. I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them. Of course fantasy is escapist; most stories are so. What teachers are not meant to be? Jailers. 
STAN Adults got involved only to the extent that some teachers carefully picked up any escapist rubbish the child was currently reading and dropped it in the bin. There are still, even now, some of those around; I believe a special circle of Hell is reserved for them. Of course fantasy is escapist – most stories are. So what? Teachers are not meant to be jailers. 

  
ORIGINAL An hour later, two men stood waiting at the river’s edge – red-headed brothers with rifles across their backs. Large men, identical in every way, standing close by each other, not speaking. Each with huge chest and arms, sleeves rolled up, like two lumberjacks in a rustic play. But these were not lumberjacks. The pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards, belied any suggestion of work. And they wore fine black boots. 
MARK NOONAN An hour later two men stood waiting at the river’s edge. Red headed brothers with rifles across their backs, large men identical in every way. Standing close by each other not speaking, each with huge chest and arms, sleeves rolled up like two lumberjacks in a rustic play, but these were not lumberjacks. The pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards belied any suggestion of work. And they wore fine black boots. 

RAVI MURUGESAN An hour later two men stood waiting at the river’s edge: red-headed brothers with rifles across their backs, large men identical in every way, standing close by each other, not speaking, each with huge chest and arms, sleeves rolled up, like two lumberjacks in a rustic play. But these were not lumberjacks. The pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards belied any suggestion of work. And they wore fine black boots. 
AUDREY An hour later two men stood waiting at the river’s edge: red headed brothers, with rifles across their backs. Large men identical in every way, standing close by each other – not speaking – each with huge chest and arms; sleeves rolled up like two lumberjacks in a rustic play. But these were not lumberjacks. The pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards, belied any suggestion of work, and they wore fine black boots. 
MARK An hour later, two men stood waiting at the river’s edge: red-headed brothers with rifles across their backs. Large men, identical in every way, standing close by each other, not speaking; each with huge chest and arms, sleeves rolled up, like two lumberjacks in a rustic play. But these were not lumberjacks: the pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards, belied any suggestion of work, and they wore fine black boots. 

DAIBHID CEANNAIDEACH An hour later two men stood waiting at the river’s edge. Red headed brothers with rifles across their backs, large men identical in every way, standing close by each other, not speaking, each with huge chest and arms sleeves rolled up like two lumberjacks in a rustic play. But these were not lumberjacks; the pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards, belied any suggestion of work and they wore fine black boots. 
LAUMERRITT An hour later two men stood waiting at the river’s edge. Red headed brothers with rifles across their backs, large men identical in every way, standing close by each other, not speaking. Each with huge chest and arms sleeves rolled up like two lumberjacks in a rustic play. But these were not lumberjacks; the pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards, belied any suggestion of work. And they wore fine black boots! 
STAN An hour later, two men stood waiting at the river’s edge. Red-headed brothers with rifles across their backs; large men, identical in every way, standing close by each other, not speaking, each with huge chest and arms, sleeves rolled up like two lumberjacks in a rustic play. But these were not lumberjacks: the pallor of their faces, the close trim of their beards belied any suggestion of work, and they wore fine black boots. 

 
ORIGINAL And hold it there. Hold it there as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm, allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever. Let the heat engrave the skin, the muscles, the tendons; let it smolder down to the bone. Wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil. It won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up, grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go, and you smell your body burn. 
MARK NOONAN And hold it there. Hold it there as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm, allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever. Let the heat engrave the skin, the muscles, the tendons, let it smolder down to the bone. Wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil. It won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up, grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go and you smell your body burn. 

DUNCAN WALDRON And hold it there; hold it there, as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm, allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever. Let the heat engrave the skin, the muscles, the tendons. Let it smolder down to the bone. Wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil; it won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up, grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go, and you smell your body burn. 
RAVI MURUGESAN And hold it there! Hold it there as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever! Let the heat engrave the skin the muscles the tendons. Let it smolder down to the bone! Wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil. It won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go, and you smell your body burn. 
MARK And hold it there, hold it there, as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm, allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever. Let the heat engrave the skin, the muscles, the tendons! Let it smolder down to the bone! Wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil. It won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up, grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go, and you smell your body burn. 

DAIBHID CEANNAIDEACH And hold it there. Hold it there as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm, allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever. Let the heat engrave the skin, the muscles, the tendons. Let it smolder down to the bone, wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil. It won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up, grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go, and you smell your body burn. 
LAUMERRITT And hold it there, hold it there as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm, allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever. Let the heat engrave the skin, the muscles, the tendons. Let it smolder down to the bone. Wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil. It won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up, grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go and you smell your body burn. 
STAN And hold it there, hold it there as the element scorches Dante’s nine rings right into your palm, allowing you to grasp Hell in your hand forever. Let the heat engrave the skin, the muscles, the tendons. Let it smolder down to the bone. Wait for the burn to embed itself so far into you that you don’t know if you’ll ever be able to let go of that coil. It won’t be long until the stench of your own burning flesh wafts up, grabbing your nose hairs and refusing to let go, and you smell your body burn. 
 

ORIGINAL As instruction manuals they leave much to be desired. The effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply – which is obvious, and can be perfected by practice – but, more importantly, that of anticipating on the part of the learner elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that experts take for granted. 
MARK NOONAN As instruction manuals, they leave much to be desired. The effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply – which is obvious and can be perfected by practice – but more importantly, that of anticipating on the part of the learner elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that "experts" take for granted. 
DUNCAN WALDRON As instruction manuals, they leave much to be desired. The effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply – which is obvious and can be perfected by practice – but more importantly, that of anticipating, on the part of the learner, elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that experts take for granted. 

RAVI MURUGESAN As instruction manuals, they leave much to be desired. The effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply, which is obvious and can be perfected by practice, but – more importantly – that of anticipating, on the part of the learner, elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that experts take for granted. 
MARK As instruction manuals, they leave much to be desired. The effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply – which is obvious and can be perfected by practice – but more importantly, that of anticipating on the part of the learner elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that experts take for granted. 
DAIBHID CEANNAIDEACH As instruction manuals they leave much to be desired: the effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply, which is obvious and can be perfected by practice, but more importantly that of anticipating on the part of the learner elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that experts take for granted. 

LAUMERRITT As instruction manuals they leave much to be desired. The effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply – which is obvious and can be perfected by practice – but more importantly that of anticipating on the part of the learner elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that experts take for granted. 
STAN As instruction manuals they leave much to be desired. The effective communication of basic game mechanics requires not just the ability to think logically and write simply, which is obvious and can be perfected by practice, but more importantly that of anticipating on the part of the learner elementary queries and misunderstandings about things that experts take for granted. 
 

ORIGINAL Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing. It is not a declaration of the rights of man. It is rather a peace treaty between John and his barons, based upon economics. The common man had very little to do with it. On second reading it becomes more interesting, indeed a fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period. It also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 
MARK NOONAN Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing. It is not a declaration of the rights of man – it is rather a peace treaty between John and his barons based upon economics. The common man had very little to do with it. On second reading, it becomes more interesting. Indeed, a fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period, it also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 
DUNCAN WALDRON Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing. It is not a declaration of the rights of man; it is, rather, a peace treaty between John and his barons, based upon economics – the common man had very little to do with it. On second reading, it becomes more interesting – indeed, a fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period. It also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 

RAVI MURUGESAN Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing: it is not a declaration of the rights of man. It is rather a peace treaty between John and his barons based upon economics. The common man had very little to do with it. On second reading, it becomes more interesting indeed. A fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period, it also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 
MARK Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing: it is not a declaration of the rights of man; it is rather a peace treaty between John and his barons based upon economics. The common man had very little to do with it. On second reading it becomes more interesting – indeed, a fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period. It also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 
DAIBHID CEANNAIDEACH Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing. It is not a declaration of the rights of man; it is rather a peace treaty between John and his barons based upon economics. The common man had very little to do with it. On second reading it becomes more interesting – indeed, a fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period. It also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 

LAUMERRITT Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing. It is not a declaration of the rights of man, it is rather a peace treaty between John and his barons based upon economics; the common man had very little to do with it. On second reading it becomes more interesting; indeed, a fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period. It also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 
STAN Reading the Magna Carta the first time can be disappointing. It is not a declaration of the rights of man; it is rather a peace treaty between John and his barons based upon economics. The common man had very little to do with it. On second reading it becomes more interesting, indeed a fascinating peek into the priorities of the barony of the period. It also gives hints about some of John’s shortcomings as a king. 
 

ORIGINAL The question of contact is an interesting one because it often happens that one of the audience comes forward to hold the hand of the singer at some high point in the song and will even emphasise either the rhythm of the song or an important sentiment by grasping the hand more firmly and moving it up and down. One cannot help feeling, on such occasions, that this one person speaks for the whole audience and is conveying to the singer the sense of participation in the song that they all feel. 
MARK NOONAN The question of contact is an interesting one because it often happens that one of the audience comes forward to hold the hand of the singer at some high point in the song, and will even emphasise either the rhythm of the song or an important sentiment by grasping the hand more firmly and moving it up and down. One cannot help feeling on such occasions that this one person speaks for the whole audience and is conveying to the singer the sense of participation in the song that they all feel. 
RAVI MURUGESAN The question of contact is an interesting one, because it often happens that one of the audience comes forward to hold the hand of the singer at some high point in the song and will even emphasise either the rhythm of the song or an important sentiment by grasping the hand more firmly and moving it up and down. One cannot help feeling on such occasions that this one person speaks for the whole audience and is conveying to the singer the sense of participation in the song that they all feel. 

MARK The question of contact is an interesting one, because it often happens that one of the audience comes forward to hold the hand of the singer at some high point in the song, and will even emphasise either the rhythm of the song, or an important sentiment, by grasping the hand more firmly and moving it up and down. One cannot help feeling, on such occasions, that this one person speaks for the whole audience, and is conveying to the singer the sense of participation in the song that they all feel. 
DAIBHID CEANNAIDEACH The question of contact is an interesting one because it often happens that one of the audience comes forward to hold the hand of the singer at some high point in the song and will even emphasise either the rhythm of the song or an important sentiment by grasping the hand more firmly and moving it up and down. One cannot help feeling on such occasions that this one person speaks for the whole audience and is conveying to the singer the sense of participation in the song that they all feel. 
LAUMERRITT The question of contact is an interesting one because it often happens that one of the audience comes forward to hold the hand of the singer at some high point in the song and will even emphasise either the rhythm of the song or an important sentiment by grasping the hand more firmly and moving it up and down. One cannot help feeling on such occasions that this one person speaks for the whole audience and is conveying to the singer the sense of participation in the song that they all feel. 
STAN The question of contact is an interesting one, because it often happens that one of the audience comes forward to hold the hand of the singer at some high point in the song, and will even emphasise either the rhythm of the song or an important sentiment by grasping the hand more firmly and moving it up and down. One cannot help feeling on such occasions that this one person speaks for the whole audience, and is conveying to the singer the sense of participation in the song that they all feel. 

 
ORIGINAL Walking one afternoon through the grounds of St.Edna’s in Rathfarnam, I saw a small bridge with some people around it. I asked a local who they were and was told they were heroin addicts who often met there to deal and get a fix. The thought went through me like ice, an absolute image of modern Ireland: heroin addicts in Patrick Pearse’s school. 
MARK NOONAN Walking one afternoon through the grounds of St Edna’s in Rathfarnam, I saw a small bridge with some people around it. I asked a local who they were and was told they were heroin addicts who often met there to deal and get a fix. The thought went through me like ice, an absolute image of modern Ireland heroin addicts in Patrick Pearse’s school. 

RAVI MURUGESAN Walking one afternoon through the grounds of St Edna’s in Rathfarnam, I saw a small bridge with some people around it. I asked a local who they were and was told they were heroin addicts who often met there to deal and get a fix. The thought went through me like ice: an absolute image of modern Ireland – heroin addicts in Patrick Pearse’s school. 
MARK Walking one afternoon through the grounds of St Edna’s in Rathfarnam, I saw a small bridge with some people around it. I asked a local who they were, and was told they were heroin addicts, who often met there to deal and get a fix. The thought went through me like ice: an absolute image of modern Ireland, heroin addicts in Patrick Pearse’s school! 
DAIBHID CEANNAIDEACH Walking one afternoon through the grounds of St Edna’s in Rathfarnam, I saw a small bridge with some people around it. I asked a local who they were and was told they were heroin addicts who often met there to deal and get a fix. The thought went through me like ice. An absolute image of modern Ireland: heroin addicts in Patrick Pearse’s school. 

LAUMERRITT Walking one afternoon through the grounds of St Edna’s, in Rathfarnam, I saw a small bridge with some people around it. I asked a local who they were and was told they were heroin addicts who often met there to deal and get a fix. The thought went through me like ice: an absolute image of modern Ireland – heroin addicts in Patrick Pearse’s school. 
STAN Walking one afternoon through the grounds of St Edna’s in Rathfarnam, I saw a small bridge with some people around it. I asked a local who they were and was told they were heroin addicts who often met there to deal and get a fix. The thought went through me like ice. An absolute image of modern Ireland: heroin addicts in Patrick Pearse’s school. 
 


